
Event: IC37 North Americans
Forecast Location: Newport, RI
Forecast Date/Time: 0700 Eastern Daylight Time, Fri Oct 01 2021  
Summary:

Fri Oct 1
General Weather Sky Mostly suny, a few clouds

Temps Aftn High: 66 Tides: Low 9:47 AM
Water Temp: 67 High 4:23 PM

INSHORE COURSES
Time (EDT) 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700

Wind Direction (mag) 320-340 320-340 330-310 280-300 270-290 290-300 290-310 290-310

Wind Speed (knots) 8-12 8-12 10-5 4-9 5-10 6-10 7-11 8-11

Gust (knots) 14 14

Comments
softening/ 
backing left and soft filling from 

left

OFFSHORE COURSE
Time (EDT) 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700

Wind Direction (mag) 330-350 330-350 320-340 300-320 300-330 300-320 300-320 300-330

Wind Speed (knots) 8-11 6-10 4-9 2-5 3-9 6-11 7-11 7-11

Gust (knots)

• Bottom Line: Puffs from right early, soft midday, filling from left aftn. Overall 
puffy/unstable.
• Big picture: High pressure to the west will shift southward, causing gradient winds to 
back today.
• Currently this morning, winds are NNW around 8-15 kt
    - can expect some gustiness/destabilization between 8-11am after sun rises and 
temps begin to warm.. with gusts up to 15 kt early today.
       - winds will feel unstable/puffy during the morning portion of the day, but not too 
shifty.
       - gusts as mainly righties into the low teens – there is modest right wind shear.
• As we get towards mid-morning, by 10-11am, our NNW wind will be gradually fading
   - It will first soften from the NNW without much direction change
   - eventually by 1pm, it should be shifting left into more W direction 
   - for midday racing, look for the softening breeze to go left
• Midday looks like it will briefly be quite soft 
   - Inshore, maybe down to less than 6 kts, but shouldn’t be more than ½ hour to an 
hour
    -Offshore, probably longer period of light winds
     - this will be shiftiest time of day, strategy will be tricky, also look for clouds!
• Our land temps will not be warm enough to support a sea breeze into the Bay
• Winds filling from W in the afternoon, by around 2pm 
    - speeds back up to 6-11 and a little right trend into WNW late
    - thinking a bit more right favored for late day racing 



Comments
becoming 
soft

could briefly 
turn S, but 

will NW 
returns

Forecast Confidence

Outlook 
Sat Oct 2

Time (EDT) 0800 1000 1200 1400 1600
Wind Direction (mag) 250-270 220-240 210-230 210-230 210-230
Wind Speed (knots) 4-9 8-13 9-15 10-16 10-15
Gust (knots)
Weather Sky Sunny to partly cloudy

Temps High 71. 

Today's Weather Map

High pressure shifts to the SW, bringing us increasing SW gradient winds. Reaching 
up to 16-18 kts offshore, and around 15-16 kts inshore. Temps will be warming with 
gradual moisture returning and a few clouds.

• Confidence is about average, some minor model differences but overall consensus on trends
    - Good confidence for the inner Bay forecast, slightly less certain for offshore
    - HRRR tends to fade the NW a bit more and shows an offshore S-SW wrapping in towards 
Brenton reef from the Sound, with W-NW breeze inside the Bay – this should not reach inner Bay
    - Other hi-res models keeping NW to W winds
• Only other uncertainty is for Offshore course, where winds will be lighter a bit longer and could 
see a brief shift into S-SW, which doesn’t remain long before NW returns.
• Max left today is 270; Max right is 350




